Horror Show

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, March 24

Jurors: Art 498 Exhibitions Class

Theme: Horror Show calls for non-erotic artwork that will be viewed through restrictive lenses or pinholes, imitating the titillating peep shows of old. As viewers peer through the glass they will find fantastical, frightening, or simply curious objects or imagery in this mysterious shadowbox of treasures.

Exhibition: Monday, April 6 – Thursday, April 30, Center for the Arts

Entry Fee: Free

Eligibility: MSUM School of Visual Arts students

Size: Maximum: 1 x 1 x 1 ft.

Requirements: Each student can submit a maximum of 2 original works of art. Each entry must be labeled with artist name, title, media, and year. Acceptable media include works on paper, ceramics, sculpture, and found objects. No framing is required. Size restrictions apply to framed and unframed work. Please include a brief statement or description with your entry.

Submit Artwork: Label artwork and deliver to the gallery on either Monday, March 23, 4 – 6pm or Tuesday, March 24, 11am – 2pm. Work will NOT be accepted at any other time.

Notification: An email of accepted works will be sent by the evening of March 25. The list will be posted on the gallery door, and the art office door. If you’re entry is not on the list, your work was not accepted.

Artwork Pickup: Artwork not accepted MUST be picked up between 10am – 11am on Thursday, March 26. No Exceptions. No work will be stored. Abandoned items will be placed in the hallway.

ACCEPTED artwork will be returned by May 5.

Agreement: Participation in the exhibition entry process constitutes an understanding of the conditions set out above.

Questions: Katie Rewitzer: rewitzerka@mnstate.edu